CAN ASSIST SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH EQUIPMENT & SYSTEMS FINANCING OPTIONS

MHz BUDGET STRETCHING SOLUTIONS
In support of our Customers, MHz together with our Leasing Partners can offer turn-key lease financing solutions with flexible payment options designed to match your budget, cash flow and ROI objectives. Whether your financing needs are for equipment only or for a completed project including services, MHz can help! Many lenders don’t understand or won’t lend against the build-out time frame of an entire project, not to mention Systems Integration, Extended Warranties, Training and/or Service Level Agreements, etc. At MHz, we have built our reputation on our ability to provide end2end solutions for HFC or FTTH Service Providers!

FINANCING FOR ALL TYPES OF PROVIDERS
Financing from $25,000 to $25,000,000.

SPREAD OUT COST TO MATCH REVENUE STREAMS - LET THE SYSTEM PAY FOR ITSELF!
A real key to customizable financing is to spread-out the cost of new technology and match it to the timing of current and future revenue and cash flow. At its simplest, most Services Providers have a subscriber base that will generate X revenue monthly. The cost of new equipment or a system is often proportionately high compared to the current revenue stream of a provider. MHz can now offer scaled monthly payment solutions, so you can launch new Services, Projects or Systems and in most cases be profitable right away without waiting for a “break even” point, months or even years down the road.
MANAGE THE UNCERTAINTIES OF A CHANGING ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT:

- FIXED-RATE FINANCING WITH MONTHLY PAYMENT TERMS FROM 12 TO 84 MONTHS
- $1 BUYOUT AT THE END OF THE LEASE-PURCHASE TERM
- INTERIM FINANCING DURING PROJECT INTEGRATION PHASE
- CAPITAL LEASE-PURCHASE, LOAN OR OPERATING LEASE TRANSACTION STRUCTURES
- EASY-START PROGRAMS WITH GRADUATED PAYMENTS TO MATCH REVENUE GROWTH
- A COST-JUSTIFIED ROI SOLUTION THAT ACTS AS A HEDGE AGAINST INFLATION

For more information on financing solutions contact your Mega Hertz Account Manager at 800-883-8839.

MHz is a Value-Added-Reseller & Systems Integrator of: digital video, carrier Ethernet & DOCSIS acquisition, processing and network delivery equipment that Broadband Video Service Providers (BVSP) and ISP’s have relied-on for unique Multi-Vendor, Multi-Technology System Solutions that bring advanced broadband/IP video & internet service delivery to their networks & subscribers, while helping them facilitate and build their brand; improve QoS; retain and grow subscribers; increase revenue & decrease operating costs.

MHz “Engineering & Integration Group” provides pre-sale Engineering, Design, Project Management, Installation, Activation & Training, as well as Level 1 product support for MHz advanced video, voice and data end2end solutions. Equipped with the knowledge from their cable engineering & operations background, you can count on the MHz Engineering & Integration Team. They understand your challenges because they have been in your shoes. Their knowledge & talents are “Assets” you can use to stay ahead of the game.